
FORSCENE EDITING SERVICES

Blackbird is trusted by media companies globally working in Sports, eSports, News and Production. The world's fasted
online cloud video editing platform.

Forscene cloud servers[ edit ] The server infrastructure on the Forscene backbone network referred to as the
cloud dedicated to Forbidden's customers are distributed over numerous locations and handle around 10, hours
of new video content each week. Forbidden Technologies supplies its Blackbird decoder in the form of a Java
player. Integrates with all the leading video technologies Forscene fits seamlessly into your overall production
workflow by integrating with all the leading acquisition, media storage and finishing tools. That is, edits
produced for one distribution channel can be automatically repurposed or republished for others. Lucas Oil
Studios are using Forscene cloud-based video editing software to complete fast turnaround edits and prepare
highlights packages of near-live content for OTT delivery to their motor racing channels. Forscene can be used
on any device with an internet connection, and new users can be added to an account. Both link directly back
to your original source. Integration makes it possible to customize the content in different ways. The frame
rate depends on the available bandwidth and speed of the playback machine, with full frame rate available for
fast machines and connections. Mobile player[ edit ] Forscene can publish mobile content for its Symbian
mobile player, Formobile. The special effects, colour correction and titles are combined at full resolution on a
Forscene Cloud Server for download to a broadcaster, ready for transmission. Forscene is simple to access via
any web browser and is the only unified platform that centralises content and post-production entirely in the
cloud. They can also integrate archive or supplementary material with live event footage to improve the
content. These act as one system, increasing both effective capacity and redundancy. At the beginning of this
year the company launched Lucas Oil Racing TV - a direct-to-consumer platform for motor racing content, to
accommodate OTT viewing. Sites may also attach a server to their own LAN FORscene Server to multiply the
numbers of users on their existing internet connections. Lucas Oil has supported motor racing broadcast since ,
starting with corporate sponsorship, moving up to racing television programme production with outside
production companies, and then launching their own studios to supply content for networks including ESPN,
Speed, CBS Sport and NBC Sports. Designed, developed and shaped by professionals to be used by anyone,
anytime, anywhere. Users only pay for what they use, and can scale usage up or down. Unprecedented value
and unlimited scalability in a single package Forscene software is delivered as a service SaaS and charged per
concurrent user. But all events call for distributing race highlights packages to fans quickly. Timecode export[
edit ] Each frame of professionally shot video is tagged with a timecode which identifies it. For greater clarity,
you have the option to work with a high-resolution proxy, or enjoy the best of both worlds by swapping
between the two. Web player[ edit ] Each web video which is published is packaged with the Java player.


